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EXOTIC ROLLS

SUSHI, SASHIMI and MAKI ROLLS

All our exotic rolls are freshly made to order from the finest ingredients
at our sushi bar by our master chef, Michiba. In Japanese cuisine, the
beautiful presentation of food is as important as its delicious taste and
subtle textures so, following tradition, you will find that Michiba’s rolls
appeal to all your senses.

Our fish is of the very highest quality and carefully sourced so we serve
only the best red tuna from Barbate and wild salmon from Scottish
rivers. We import our BBQ eel directly from Japan. We will not sacrifice
quality for cost-savings so you know that, with us, you will be eating the
finest, most tender fish, which just melts in your mouth.

Paradise Roll

Cool cucumber, avocado and cantaloupe melon in
the centre or our signature sushi rice, covered with
mixed leaves, toasted sesame seeds and seaweed

£7.00

Prawn
Sushi

£4.50

Wild Salmon
Sushi
£5.90

Red Tuna
Sushi
£5.90

BBQ Eel
Sushi

£7.50

Prawn
Sashimi

£7.90

Red Tuna
Sashimi £15.30

Wild Salmon
Sashimi £15.30

BBQ Eel
Sashimi £16.90

Cucumber
Maki (V) £3.80

Avocado
Maki (V)

Surimi
Maki

Red Tuna
Maki
£5.90

California Roll

Surimi seafood sticks, cucumber, avocado and
mayonnaise wrapped in our signature sushi rice
and sprinkled with toasted sesame seeds

£8.20
Dynamite Roll

Spicy red tuna and cucumber matchsticks
smothered in our signature sushi rice and topped
with masago (capelin roe)

£8.20
Philadelphia Roll

Philadelphia cheese inside our signature sushi rice
and coated in avocodo, salmon and red onions
with a sweet honey mustard sauce on top

£9.90
Atlantic Roll

Wild salmon tartare combined with avocado,
wrapped in our signature sushi rice and sprinkled
with masago (capelin roe)

£3.90

£4.50

£10.90
Napoli Roll

Sweet cantaloupe melon wrapped in our signature
sushi rice and coated with serrano ham, sprinkled
with parmesan flakes and scallions all topped with a
subtle sweet balsamic reduction

Wild Salmon
Maki
£5.90

Tuna & Avocado
Maki
£6.50

Salmon & Avocado
Maki
£6.50

Spicy Tuna
Gunkan £5.80

Salmon Tartare
Gunkan £5.80

Spicy Tuna
Temaki
£5.90

Salmon Tartare
Temaki
£5.90

Tuna & Avocado
Temaki
£6.50

Salmon & Avocado
Temaki
£6.50

£10.90
Summer Roll

The best wild salmon and red tuna wrapped in our
special sushi rice then coated with sliced avocado,
and topped with Japanese mayonnaise and masago
(capelin roe)

£12.50
Amy Roll

Wild salmon covered in our signature sushi rice,
coated with prawn, avocado and sweet masago
and topped with our special kabayaki sauce

£12.70

Servings

Jurassic Roll

Spicy red tuna and cool cucumber wrapped in our
signature sushi rice with a layer of minced ginger,
BBQ eel, chives and masago (capelin roe) and
coated with our own sweet kabayaki sauce and
spicy wasabi mayonnaise

£14.50

Salmon & Philly
Temaki
£6.90

Sushi - 2 pcs
Sashimi - 8 pcs
Maki - 6 pcs
Gunkar - 2 pcs
Temaki (Hand Roll) - 1 pc

